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In [1], we found an auto-B/icklund transformation and some special solutions to a general 
time-dependent coefficient version of the nonlinear SchrSdinger equation as follows: 
Jut + f(t)uz~ + g(t)~, fu 12= O, 
where 
f(t) = fl(t) + if2(t) and g(t) = gl(t) + ig~(t), 
with fl(t),  f2(t), gl(t), and g2(t) as real functions of t. 
Hereby, we would like to correct he errors which appeared in [1]. 
Expression (35) in [1] is now substituted back into the coupled set of equations (3) and (4), so 
that equations (23) and (24) yield 
D = constant (still arbitrary, complex), 
M = constant (still arbitrary, nonzero, real), 
C(t) : )~e -3M2 f dr[f, (t)2/y2(t)+S2(t)], 
where A is an arbitrary, nonzero, complex number. Then, equation (25) gives rise to 
f2(t)  = ~fx (t) 
ff~(t) : e( 9i+9n+lOin2 +8na)M2 f dtfl(t)/4n2¢~O, 
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where ~ is an arbitrary, nonzero, real number, while @o is an arbitrary, nonzero, complex number. 
Also, equation (26) leads to 
R(t) = e(9+s'2) M~ f dtfl(t)/2~?Ro, 
where Ro is an arbitrary, nonzero, real number. 
Therefore, we end up with the following special solutions to the general time-dependent- 
coefficient nonlinear Schrbdinger equation: 
e(9i+9~?+lOi~?2+s,a)M2 f dtfl(t)/4, 2[eMx-3(X+?~2)m2 f dt]l(t)/~?)~M]l+3i/2"¢O 
u(x,O = 
v(x , t )  = 
D + e Mx-3(l+~?2)M2 f dtfl(t)/~?)~ 
2e(_Oi÷9~?_lOi~?2÷8~?a)i2 f dtfl(t)/4~?2 [eMx_3(l+~?2)M2 f dtfl(t)/,~i] 1-3i/2, 
• Ro  
[D + e Mx-3(l'{'~?2)M2 f dtfl(t)/~)~] (~0 
with g(t) and f(t) satisfing 
f(t)  = (1 + i~) f l(t),  
g(t) = (1 + i~?) f ,  i t) e_(9+su2)M2 f d~fl(~)/2,, 
R0 
and with u and v satisfing v -- u*, which gives rise to 
D = real constant (still arbitrary), 
A = real constant (still arbitrary, nonzero), 
]~o 12 -- -2Ro. 
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